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Submit Questions

To submit questions to presenters during the webinar for 
the Q&A session, click on the questions pane…



Tips for asking (and answering) a question
Question: 
Presenter’s Name – Topic – Question (e.g. Nick – Tea Preference – 1 lump or 2?)

Response: Topic – Answer (e.g. Tea Preference – I find 1 lump is best)



Understanding our ‘new’ visitors
Orlando Rutter
Head of Outreach & Understanding

Dartmoor National Park Authority 

Andrew Watson
Head of Recreation, Access & Estates

Dartmoor National Park Authority



• 19 sites across 
Dartmoor

• Target –
‘hotspots’, 
problem areas

• 263 surveys 
completed

Face-to-face surveys



Holiday 102 First visit to Dartmoor?
Day visitor  85 Yes 59
Local 76 No 204

Influence of C-19 on visit
Yes 96 ….that’s 57%!
No 167

The basics…
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Ethnicity

White British White Other

White Irish Black (Caribbean, African, Other)

Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi



Why did they visit…?
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Not quite what it seems…
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Three words…



From 13th May (easing of lockdown restrictions) 
to 31st August:

Across Facebook, Twitter and Instagram we gained 
10,398 new followers. A rise of 134% from the 
last reporting period (Jan to May).

We had 497,335 engagements on our posts. A 
rise of 139% from the last reporting period. 

…And had a reach of 7,946,558 (a rise of 163%).

What about ‘virtual’ visitors



1,671 posts using 
#foggintorquarry.

There are many more on the 
location tag (Instagram doesn’t 
provide this figure). 

Specific locations favoured







Impact of Wild Camping on a 
protected landscape - a case study

Andrew Watson
Head of Recreation, Access & Estates

Dartmoor National Park Authority



Wild Camping on Dartmoor

Dartmoor Commons Act 
1985

Dartmoor is one of the few 
places in UK where you can 
legally “wild camp” without 
landowner permission
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Key messages
...or Backpack Camping as we prefer to call it!

• Travel Light

• Stay out of sight

• Tread Lightly
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“Wild camping” at Bellever

Getting away from it all?

Impacts

• Litter

• Fire sites

• Public health

• Trampling

• Livestock and wildlife 
disturbance

• Archaeology



Visitor management measures

• Camping Restriction

• Increased patrols, signs and 
explanatory leaflet

• Marshals employed

• Communications and social media



Positive impacts and lessons learned

• Lots of support from community and wider 
public / TV and Radio

• Chance for nature to recover
• Family groups
• Rangers repaired over 100 fire sites
• Marshals - effective but expensive (£20k)
• Engaging with a “new” audience
• Communications that “tell the story”



If you go down to the woods today, 
you’ll find a new type of visitor… 
Jenny Wilson and Joanne Mason 
Technical Recreation Advisors, Forestry England

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction



What happened for Forestry 
England during lockdown? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the 23rd of March the Prime Minister announced a national lockdown, an unprecedented step to attempt to limit the spread of coronavirus.People could only leave their homes for four basic reasons which in short meant no non-essential travel. We shut out gates and closed our visitor information points and furloughed many of our frontline recreation staff for 3-4 weeks.



We asked people not to visit… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an equally unprecedented response, Forestry England also asked people not to visit our forests unless they were on foot to their one form of exercise per day.Aware of the significant change this would be to many of our visitors and knowing that for some access to gardens or green space would be challenging - we set about bringing the forests to them



Forests at home.. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanting to continue to actively engage with our visitors and provide them with tools and activities they could use from their own space.We put together a number of activities that could be completed at home, in a garden or any other green space. We also provided virtual materials allowing people to transport themselves into the forest, examples of these include a recording of the forest for a session of forest bathing, podcasts or virtual field trips. These allowed anyone to experience a bit of forests at home.



We realised the importance of… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the weeks, we all became more aware of the importance of access to green space and the ability for us to connect with nature.  “Don’t it always seem to go, you don't know what you've got ‘til it's gone.” That classic Joni Mitchell song lyric is especially timely. It came to mind as major parts of our lives which we took for granted suddenly appeared to be “gone.” The importance of our website as a means of communication with our audience grew. It was necessary for timely, up-to-date information about our forests and facilities and became an important single point of truth. What things are open, what is shut, what can I do when I get there, what should I consider before I come. Because of the significant change across all aspects of our lives, pre-planning became more important than ever.



Here are the stats… 

• Critical communication 
channel

• 244 forest pages updated

• Coronavirus guidance, 
closure and FAQ pages 
created 

• Volunteering, permissions, 
membership, activity and 
events sections all updated

• New ‘know before you go 
section’
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our digital team had a lot to do in a short space of time with a reduced staff resource, to ensure that the information required was available and kept up to date as the situation evolved and changed over the summer months.



Looking back, we can now see… 
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Travel restrictions 
for exercise removed 
here

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the 11th of May, the UK government allowed us to take unlimited amounts of exercise and removed the restrictions on travel. You can see from the graph the increased traffic through our website as the restrictions were removed.



Number of visitors on site… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This increased freedom to exercise and access green spaces led to a surge in visitor numbers, across all our sites. Like others, we had to react quickly - to re-open and re-engage with visitors in a safe manner. We introduced new systems and processes to make our sites safe. We are still adapting to life alongside coronavirus.



We tracked 5 sites… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We tracked visitor numbers at five key sites and you can see from the graph that in June , all sites were tracking above the same period in 2019.Westonbirt’s figure doesn’t have the first 2 days of June as they reopened on the 3rd. They also had to battle a new pre-booking system but still achieved almost the same figures as last year. 



The weekly cycle… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was busy every day, but weekends were noticeably peak periods for us. At many locations, demand outstripped capacity and we had to actively engage through social media to alert visitors to check ahead and avoid busy times. Managing sites with adequate space for social distancing was key. Despite all this sites did reach capacity on a regular basis and were forced to close entry points and car parks for periods of time. 



The visitor is hungry for information… 
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1. Announcement 
6pm 11 May

2.Monday 12 
8am 

3.Tuesday 
8am  

Over 2500 visitors. 
Monday 13 May 
2019 - 773

2000

Over 6000 visitors. 
Tue 14 May 2019 –
703

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see from the graph that the speed at which the public started to look “for something to do” was almost immediate after the announcement on the 11th unlocking more freedom of movement. This thirst for inspiration and information followed on the morning after, and by lunchtime on the 12th traffic started to drop off as people were either already at our sites, or had a plan of where they were going to go. Compared to the year before, traffic was more than 240% increase in traffic to the website on the Monday and 750% up on the Tuesday. 



Understanding the “new 
visitor” – who exactly are they? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of this searching for “local greenspace” meant that we started to see a different type of visitor arrive in the woods beyond the familiar faces we are used to seeing out on site. 



Our current visitors look a lot like… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our current visitor profile is split into three main categories, we have the families…. 



Our current visitors look a lot like… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The visitors who come to take part in an activity on our estate such as Mountain Biking/Running/Horseriding etc. 



Our current visitors look a lot like… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And an older audience who often come to enjoy the peace and quiet the forest has to offer (outside a bank holiday weekend!). 



Audience Segmentation
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Existing New

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three segments are recognised and analysed in our extensive audience segmentation work which was undertaken in 2017. The project identified 6 key audiences that our “offer” would appeal to and whilst we get visitors from all six of these categories our focus has been primarily on the Den Builders, a family audience, The Activity Hunters, those looking for some adventure and physical activity and the easy pacers, who are looking for a relaxed day out. The post-lockdown period started to draw out greater numbers of visitors from the other segments, specifically the “hipster followers” and the “fair weather families”. You may not be at a stage where your organisation has done detailed or formal audience segmentation, but if you spend a busy weekend out on site and listen to anecdotal evidence from your staff, you’ll have a rough idea of your audience and the types of people who are visiting your sites! Gut feel is as good as an expensive consultant coming in to tell you what your staff may already know! 



New visitors… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started to see more younger visitors come out to our sites and less older visitors (possibly due to shielding etc.). Research tells us that overall, 16% of visitors were new to Forestry England (which any marketing colleagues will agree is a significant rise in new audiences). We saw more of: 16 – 34 year olds alone or in couples/ groups, 45 – 54 year olds alone or in couples/ groups And they were more interested in walking/ cycling/ photography than existing visitors



Wider representation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started to see a broader demographic of people visiting, particularly around our urban and peri-urban woodlands.  �We also started to see an increase in 16-34 year olds with young children who were more interested in ‘a day out’ and picnics than existing visitors.



Will they return? 
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91% of new visitors rated their visit as 
‘very good’ or ‘excellent’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know from survey work that these visitors had a choice of greenspace to go to and didn’t just pick Forestry England because it was the closest option to their home. More than that, 91% of the visitors had a good time, and rated their experience with us in a very positive light. 



Opportunities and challenges 
presented by the new visitor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, as with everything there is always two sides to every story, having seen some real opportunities to engage new audiences we also experienced some real challenges over the “summer season”. 



Influencing visitor behaviour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The holy grail for all of us who work in this space is to learn how we can start to influence and modify visitor behaviour, we don’t profess to know the answers and as you will know it’s not an exact science even when things are going smoothly! We have a few reflections and thoughts to share with you now but we know we are just at the beginning of this process and have really only just scratched the surface when it comes to influencing these new visitors. 
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Early in the 
visitor journey –
what to expect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do know that the earlier you start in the visitor journey the more likely you are to be able to start to sow the seeds to influence visitor behaviour on site.Telling people in advance that BBQ’s aren’t permitted does reduce the likelihood you’ll have to breakup a party of keen pyromaniacs with their £2.99 disposable BBQs. We know it’s not always guaranteed to work with the most determined of customers but it does help to flag these things before they leave home! Likewise telling people what they can expect in terms of Covid precautions and expectations setting around their visit in general is also helpful in the current circumstances. 
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Respect, protect 
and enjoy the 
forest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also used the website to help visitors understand, respect and protect the environment they are coming to visit, taking the opportunity to reiterate the forest, dog and cycling code to reduce conflict between user groups. 



Risk Control Spectrum
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What became clear throughout the period is that we started to see a new type of visitor who usually spend most Saturday’s in a shopping centre or cinema suddenly venturing out into the woods. I joke, but we did start to see visitors with minimal levels of self-reliance visit our woodlands and in some areas they were visiting more rural or remote locations as a result of geographic restrictions or overcrowding. This poses a real challenge to us as land owners and land managers as the traditional “vertical” correlation we would usually expect with the Risk Control Matrix (spectrum?) has been thrown up in the air. It will be interesting to see if others have similar reflections in the break out sessions afterwards. 
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Build self 
reliance and 
personal 
responsibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of this we realised we needed to approach the issue sensitively but proactively so published a series of informative blogs on being prepared for a day out in the woods, breaking down the technical lingo of “baselayers” and “shells”, all incredibly natural for us outdoorsy folk but none the less important if your idea of “outdoor wear” is taking a jumper and a putting on a pair of converse.  



Expectations management  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also realise the power of the imagery we choose to use, a picture paints a 1000 words and so when we talk about our trails and facilities on site it’s important to create a realistic image of what the visitor can expect. Here you can see three different images currently on our website to depict walking routes in the forest that are ideal for dog walking. You’ll each have your own natural preference to which you’d rather walk but the point to make here is we’re showing three very different surface types you can expect to find on our sites – this allows people to make an informed choice before they arrive on site and get into a potentially hazardous situation. 



The New Visitor 
Dr Noel Doyle
Researcher, Leave No Trace Ireland



WE ARE LEAVE NO TRACE IRELAND

National movement

Global Movement found in over 90 
countries

Registered charity

Compliant with the Governance Code

Current Strategic Plan 2016 – 2021

Embedded in the Outdoor NI Action 
Plan and Comhairle na Tuaithe 

Supports the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals
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BEFORE COVID-19

Sport Ireland Reports in 2019:  

 46% of the Irish population (approximately 1.7 
million people) participated in sport at least 
once a week in 2019

 Personal exercise remains the most popular 
activity (16%) followed by swimming (9%), 
running (7%), and cycling (4%)

Recorded Increase in Recreation due to Covid-19:

 Mental and physical well-being

 During lockdown

 Surge reported with easing of restrictions

 Staycations
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LEAVE NO TRACE US RESEARCH ON 
COVID-19

 Published guidelines and research 
for land management in response 
to Covid-19

 Urban based outdoor recreationists 
most effected which poses new 
challenges for land management

 Delivered an interagency campaign 
with #RecreateResponsibly
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The New Visitor-Ireland Covid-19

ROI Research
 Increases in recreational walking among both 

genders and across all age groups, particularly 
among those aged under 45

Previous waves of the Irish Sports Monitor found 
that recreational walking is most likely to take place 
on local roads and in local parks

Unsure of the Correct Behavior in the Outdoors
Adapting their activity to account for a lack of sport 

facilities
 Lacking Skills and Knowledge

Northern Ireland
ORNI Research and Campaigns: 

Engaging with the Outdoors during COVID-19 
Lockdown in Northern Ireland
Get Into Nature
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A number of impacts have been 
recorded
 PPE littering
 Wild camping and 
 Damage caused to honey pot 

sites
 Wildfires
 Crowding
 Parking
 Over-tourism

IMPACTS



WHY DOES LEAVE NO TRACE WANT TO 
CHANGE BEHAVIOUR?

 Despite people caring for the 
environment, they are often unaware 
of the impacts that they are causing

 Leave No Trace skills and techniques 
help increase peoples awareness of 
how to make good decisions when 
they are outside

 The cumulative effect of this can have 
an enormous, positive influence in 
reducing impacts
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The Importance of Effective Communication 
Strategies

Communication, networks and 
communities a valuable resource for 
the sustainable development of 
recreation across the island of Ireland
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Our Response 
to the Covid-19 
Pandemic

 Produced new Leave No Trace Covid-19 guidelines for all 
users on responsible recreation

 Developed new guidelines on delivery of training courses

 Designed Webinars for Leave No Trace stakeholders

 Created online youth videos for Leave No Trace Principles

 New website section with guidelines on responsible 
outdoor recreation

 New Leave No Trace public awareness campaign in 
partnership with the Government of Ireland 
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LOVE THIS PLACE, LEAVE NO TRACE…

A new Government of Ireland campaign 
was launched to tackle a growing 
littering issue throughout the country, 
particularly in some of our most scenic 
locations which have recently become 
littering hotspots.

Inter-agency initiative of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS), 
Waterways Ireland, Inland Fisheries 
Ireland, Fáilte Ireland, Sport Ireland, The 
Department of Community and Rural 
Development, the Office of Public 
Works, Coillte and Leave No Trace 
Ireland.
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Outputs of the National Campaign

 Inter-agency Press release

 Media Event

 Social Media Campaign

 Videos

 Radio Segments for the month of 
August

 News Stories and Articles

 50+ Press Interviews

 Newspaper Articles

 Website Traffic

 Stakeholder and Public Engagement
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Key Learnings and Takeaway

 A surge of new visitors to the 
outdoors need guidance 

 Partnering with state agency's to 
deliver a campaign

 Leveraging the experience of strategic 
communications personnel

 A large, collaborative effort from 
multiple organisations can achieve 
high impact in influencing 
behavioural change
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The 2020 coastal visitor so far
Nick Ayers 

RNLI Regional Water Safety Lead, North & East 
of England. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro



Session Overview…

Overview of the session; 
- A Summer like no other

- Impact on Lifeguards & Lifeboats

- Delivery of Water Safety Messages  

- Adapting to a new volunteer



A Summer like No Other…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First time to launch  campaign in conjunction it the HM Coastguard – We knew a few things, Ban on international travel, Schools out, people working from home, more activity around the coat to get in your daily exercises my see a new visitor to the coast, wanting to take up Stand up paddle boarding etc, Very social distanced but can be a nasty recipe for those new thrill/ space seekers. We knew that out annual campaign wouldn’t work and we had in the background the potential reduction or a pausing of a lifeguard service so we needed to have a molderble campaign that followed a similar style tot Gov.s but could be adapted regionally and if and when restrictions lifted. We were very lucky to have our internal marketing and creative services team on hand to create and produce a brand new campaign targeting our audience. This is the first ever campaign where we have worked closely with our rescue partners HMCG,this really help us gain backing in more authroiive way Through our our stakeholders and parterns long with the HMCG we are able to reallyspread this message far and wide; with joint media nnouncmens and air time to deliver simple effective messaging to the public.



Reductions of our Lifesaving Service
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the likes of PPE and recommendations on how to keep our people safe, we had to mak some very tough descions. Like many charities and organisations we used the gov. Furlough scheme to help us through this period of uncertainty. First off we reduced our lifeguard service from 250 beaches nation wide by 80% only patrolling the beaches tat met a thorough review of incidents and past rescues. This is when we then decided that our ‘New visitor’ would need and require simple affective messaging targeted in their local area shared by our partners on the ground and through the likes of social media. We delved into pat season records to allow us pick out those hot spot areas and looked in to our exisitig control msures to help educate the pubic. 



Education to the masses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout April, we launched water safety Wednesday. Joe wicks led us slightly from his PE classes! With the reduction of our lifesaving services which includes our water safety volunteers who around the country go out and educate the public on a daily basses from our Under 18 educational messages normally delivered at school assemblies or after school activity groups! We had to pause our crucial volunteers conducting such lessons so we brought Liam to the screens delivering our water safety messaging to the homes through Face book live! This was a brand new way of engaging with families covering all things beach safety and water safety. In the first episode we saw 17K ! This then promted us to work with our other partner organisations like the RYA to launch safety checks before oing to sea after lock down. 



Reaching a new 
audiences 
through new volunteers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of our activity with Wavelength Surf magazine written a series of articles about rip currents.  The articles aim to encourage experienced surfers to share their knowledge with others to help save lives. Sharing the articles with their 278,000 followers.18 Welcome Break Our beach safety videos will also be shown on all their digital screens.Local Ambassadors – Due to the lack of lifeguarded beach's and unsupervised locations, We came up with an idea to train an teach local people of the seafronts cafes and restaurants to help spread our lifesaving messages. Through a simple sign up o line to then receiving a poster through email this form of volunteering can really strengthen the publics knowledge. We are now looking to add more opportunities on to the new ambassador scheme.Welcome Break with more and mor people having to stay at home we saw a predicted rise in coastal fatalities unfortunately, people arriving to the coast from a far. In just one weekend we had over 4 deaths around the coast. Again promting us to educate everyone from all walks o life the everyday visitor. We worked with service satations to get our messages on their big screens, house giant deckchairs covered in safety messages. We saw huge increases in inflatable users from your everyday flamingos to Stnd Up paddleboardeing and kayaks, so being availile to ue podcasts, media interviews and write articles on some of those platforms were key.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Ravi. He’s 10 years old and he’s from Leeds. Earlier this month he and his family went to Scarborough on a day trip. Ravi and his dad, Nathu, were in the sea when Ravi was swept away by a rip current. Incredibly, Ravi had the presence of mind to follow the advice he’d learnt in a school lesson more than a year ago. He fought his instinct to swim, leant back, put out his arms and legs, and Floated.His dad called 999. Scarborough’s inshore lifeboat was paged. When they found him, 400 metres from where he’d entered the water, he’d been floating for almost an hour.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another rescue story that we promoted was young Alfie, He was paddle boarding off the Welsh coast when the weather turned making it difficult for him to retrn to his starting point. Before leaving the beach Alfie put his mobile phone in a waterproof pouch, attaching his bouncyn aid to him and ent out for his trip like the messages we suggest. In Alfie's cs al of those pieces of equipment were needed. Thing then called us to give away some of our phone pouches that the would normally gift at events, by partnering with the British canoe 



New audiences and new challenges
Anthony Rawlins
CEO, Digital Visitor



COVID Consumer Segments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly touch on great work, and purpose of invitation of consumer segments, which has likely now already changed.



This year, there a have been lots 
of people - some interact in a 
way we didn’t want them to.

But this presents the 
opportunity to capture a whole 
new audience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year, lots of people, some interact in a way we didn’t want them too.But opportunity to capture a whole new audiences



How can you provide for 
significantly increased visitation 
to our natural destinations?

How can you encourage higher 
levels of manageable visitation in 
future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to provide for significantly increased visitation to our natural destinationsHow to encourage higher levels of manageable visitation in future?



How do we do all of the 
above with limited 
resources?

How do we do this over 
the coming years, with 
potentially fewer 
resources?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we do all of the above with limited resources?More worryingly - how do we do this over the coming years, with potentially fewer resources?



In this presentation, I’d like to provide 
our recommendations on how to 
attract the right new audiences, 
and how to communicate with them to 
convert from a one-off visitor to 
long-term advocate.
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Stage one
Reaching the right 
new visitors

76

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People who are interestedMight not have visited beforeMight have visited before but didn't know about you



Digital Channels during lockdown

23% increase in 
overall activity

15% increase
in visits 

44% increase
YoY

36% increase in 
ad interaction

30% increase
in messaging

315M downloads 
in first 3 months



Owned channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create great content for your own channels: BlogSocialLinkedINSEO - highly recommendedThis is more targeted and attracts people who are interested



Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find partnershing organisations to share content - many of you have very similar purposes



Re-engage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retargeted social advertisingNewsletter sign-up for more insights on your website.



Stage two
Establish a 
connection with 
your visitors

81

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A digital connectionEmailLike on facebookFollow on InstaLook to city pubs and restaurants - QR code scanning - link to email sign up on your website / like your page



Stage three
Turn visitors into 
advocates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to take them on a journeyConnectionAffinityProtection and a feeling of shared ownership.Achieved through the content you communicate with.



Take them 
on a journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to take them on a journeyConnectionAffinityProtection and a feeling of shared ownership.Achieved through the content you communicate with.



Your content 
should be:

• Engaging, colourful, 
interesting

• Accessible - easy for you
• Purposeful
• Sequential narrative of 

content - 1,2,3,4,5
• Can be commercial -

Support / donate / visit 
again
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to take them on a journeyConnectionAffinityProtection and a feeling of shared ownership.Achieved through the content you communicate with.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully a few ideas on how to address challenge one and twoCapturing new audiencesGrowing visitors in future (through advocacy)Take a moment to talk about a social enterprise were working on to address point 3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After discussion with many organisations, some on this group, identified that there is going to be a funding shortfall in the next few years.How can we diversify revenue streamsOur answer - create unique experiences
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of you might already be doing this?Some of you might have tried but not gotten off the groundSome of you might not see how you could - but you call can.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve been working with Sir Tim Smit of Eden Project for almost a year to bring a new project to life.Naturebreak works with natural organisations, exactly like yourselves to craft and promote experiences that inspire people to connect with nature.A single platform to collect and promote unique natural experiences, with the hope of creating and growing significant revenue streams for partner organisations.One CEO of  a WT told me they are expecting 25% reduction in donations over the next few years - Same trust is looking to deliver exclusive 4-6 people experiences from £100-£200 to attract higher value customers, build advocacy, enhance engagement and diversify and grow a brand new revenue stream. Ticking many boxes for the purpose of their Trust as a whole.Mention this to highlight that organisations are addressing revenue challenges they will be facing over the next few years, with innovation and revenue diversification.



Thank you

digitalvisitor.com | 01174 400 500 

anthony@digitalvisitor.com



Breakout Rooms

• Breakout Room 1: Anthony Rawlins
• Breakout Room 2: Dartmoor National Park Authority 

and Forestry England
• Breakout Room 3: Leave No Trace Ireland and RNLI



Make use of the VSG published guidance and 
good practice advice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principles are common to both books1,100 copies of historic built environment version sold (1st edition published September 2016(plus 5,800  copies of countryside version, first published in 2003 – about to publish 4th edition)Important in spreading the word – used by more than: 35 government bodies/agencies  115 local authorities    40 national, regional and country parks    37 nature, wildlife and conservation trusts     29 country houses and estates managers    13 forestry and woodland organisations    13 farms and agricultural organisations    11 navigation and waterway organisations    10 water companies    27 universities and colleges    100 commercial management, training, safety, legal           and engineering consultancies



Webinar Recording available afterwards…

• VSG e-zine circulated tomorrow
• VSG Youtube Channel - search for ‘Visitor Safety Group’ or click:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBAdWm1svyJrQpqzB1wxgOA

• Get in touch if you have ideas and training needs for further 
webinars, or would like to share key learning and case studies:

e.rogers@outdoorrecreationni.com
VSG Secretariat 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBAdWm1svyJrQpqzB1wxgOA
mailto:e.rogers@outdoorrecreationni.com
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